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The Ciências da Terra‐Earth Sciences Journal of NOVA.ID Editorial is using CrossMark, an identification
service from CrossRef ensuring that the user always gets the latest updates and most current content.
All forthcoming articles, from now on will have the CrossMark logo. CrossMark is an initiative by multi‐
publishers which provide a standard way to reassure readers that they’re keeping their content up‐to‐
date.
“Updates” are deposited changes that are likely to affect the interpretation or crediting of the work.
Thus, “updates” will be only deposited for editorially significant changes, which are considered to be:
Types of corrections
Addendum

Short description
The publication of an item giving additional information regarding another
publication item, mostly presenting additional results. It will be published only
rarely and only when the journal editors decide that it is crucial to the reader's
understanding of a significant part of the published article.

Comments, responses,
and rejoinders

When a comment on a published article is submitted to the editor, it will be
subject to peer review as any other article’s submission and shared with the
authors which will be invited to submit a response.

Correction

Include errors in: spelling or factual error in title; author name; affiliation; ORCID;
journal’s section; missing text or typographical error if the meaning is changed;
data; amendments to tables, figures and appendices, if meaning is changed; figure
source or permission; poor figure quality; error in supplemental data.

Corrigendum

The notification of a significant error made by the authors of the article. All
corrigenda are normally approved by the editors of the journal.

Erratum

The notification of significant error that has been introduced by the publisher
during the production of the journal article, including errors of omission.

Expression of concern

It is used to alert readers to a potential issue within an article that could affect
readers’ understanding of the methods, results, author articles, or ethical
approval within the published article, but where a retraction is not immediately
warranted.

Retraction

It is a means to notify the community of: i) unsound results made when the
conclusions of an article are seriously undermined by a result of miscalculation or
error; ii) or misconduct made when there has been an infringement of publishing
ethics or a breach of author warranties and copyright.
The text of the article is retracted. The HTML pages are replaced by a single page
with citation details and an explanation. The PDF pages remain with a watermark
on every page to notify it is retracted.

Removal

On occasion Ciências da Terra – Earth Sciences Journal may be obliged to remove
an article from the site as a consequence of a legal action.
The text of the article is completely removed. The HTML pages and PDF pages of
the article are completely removed and replaced by a single page with citation
details and an explanation.

Readers simply have to click on the CrossMark placed at the first page of each article, and a status box
informs them if the document is current or if updates are available.
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